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Abstract
Cyber attackers pull millions of dollars through phishing attack every year. Adding basics of social
engineering in phishing makes the attack more effective. We can say, it is the modest way of cybercrime
which has the aim of playing foul with people to steal their private sensitive information like bank details,
passwords, credit/debit card details or other important personal identification details. The personal data
or credentials stolen are used by the attacker to get illegal access of victim’s personal accounts which
could result in leak of private data or monetary loss. so, the first step taken to initiate the phishing attack
is to send the infected messages and gather victims information, than on the basis of the information
gathered through social engineering, attacker setup the deceptive copy of the original website, where the
target is conned to enter its personal information or credentials.
In today’s era of Artificial intelligence, machines are getting more advanced, Intellectual and smart enough
to take decision on their own. It will not be wrong assuming that using these advancement, cyber criminals
are also working hard finding loopholes in our system which can be undetected.
So, it is very important to develop a technology which is smart enough to evolve itself by leaning different
pattern and function for detecting phishing websites. Many researches are done and various phishing
detecting systems and tools are developed using different machine learning algorithms. taking inspiration
from the vigorous approach and evolving nature of these phishing pages, in this paper, a novel approach
is introduced using Random forest and dueling network of reinforcement learning model, where machine
learns from training dataset and show improvement in accuracy results. The model in this research shows
the capabilities of learning and adapting the unstable dynamic nature of the phishing websites and hence
adopt the detected features related to the phishing website. The model also improves itself by learning
from different data input. Dueling network is used in this research, where 2 Q-learning models are used
to increase its efficiency and accuracy. The model also works on rewards-based system, where the model
is awarded with the reward of 10 credits, if it performs well in detection, which thrives it to improve more.
The proposed work showed high accuracy rate of 96%, and has further scope of increasing its accuracy
with increase in model training.
Keywords: Reinforcement, heuristic, phisher, Random forest, dueling

1. INTRODUCTION
Phishing is the malicious actions taken by phisher on the internet to steal user confidential data. It is
considered a very serious problem as phisher can badly harm the target by misusing stolen information
like bank details, credit card number, social security number etc. To carry out these actions the phisher

first creates a fake website that look identical to the actual target website, then they use bulk emails and
text messages for broadcasting the fake URL (URL created are also very similar to the actual URL). Users
who are unaware clicks the URL, which directs them to the malicious website. where, considering it a
legitimate webpage, user input his personal information. The attacker on the other end captures the user
input details and use them for his personal gain.
Now days, there are various methods and tools which are developed to detect phishing websites, these
methods are mainly categories as heuristic-based or list based. List based techniques uses the prepared
list (blacklist and whitelist) of phishing websites and non-phishing websites to identify the phishing
page. Heuristic-based mechanisms uses different criteria to check if the webpage is phishing or not.
Machine learning which is a part of AI is the most preferred in Heuristic-based phishing detection
system. Tools and applications of different type of machine learning algorithms are used for problem
classification and specially of malware and security detection, which have got a spotlight with huge
increasing interest from researchers. As the computational power is growing and getting advanced,
reinforcement learning which is a subset of machine learning have shown a great advancement in
self-learning, pattern recognition and AI. Due to this, most of the decisions, classification and
problems related to automations are now handled by these sophisticated statistical models and
learning algorithms. These approaches are highly effective when the features which are used for
computation are big. In today’s time, when everything is getting advanced where machines are
evolving itself. It will not be wrong saying, phishing attacks are also getting advanced, and it can easily
be predicted, that, in future detecting phishing attack will become a challenge, unless an advanced
phishing detection system is created which is good enough to learn and enhance itself with time.
This study presents random forest adding with dueling network where two Q-learning models of
reinforcement learning are used for detecting phishing websites on the dataset. since the model is based
on reinforcement learning it is self-adaptive. In this model, we have created two Q-learning models, where
both the models work separately and give 2 different outputs, mean of both the output is calculated and
used as final accuracy result. Few main steps used in this paper are as below:
1) Build model which identifies phishing using reinforcement learning, where the model learns
function value from the given dataset for classification task.
2) A processes of decision making is mapped in a sequential manner for classification using dueling
network model, implementing reinforcement learning.
3) Evaluating performance from both the Q-learning models. Calculating performance mean of both
the Q-learning network and give rewards based on its performance to increase accuracy result.
The proposed noel approach is self-adaptive and robust as algorithm used in reinforcement learning can
propose a solution (action) depending on training dataset, reward function and state conversations for
deciding an action. This paper basically focusses on improving accuracy rate of detecting phishing sites
using a self-evolving model of machine learning. dueling network with two Q-learning models is used
where the model enhance itself from data fed and rewards earned, which helps the model in continuous
improvement of its accuracy. The dataset being used in this is from kaggle.com and data.mendeley.com
which are considered the most reliable phishing community-based verification system (descriptive
information in section 5). Research question for this research work is “how to enhance phishing detection
system with self-learning for enhancing its accuracy”. many different machine learning models and
algorithms are studied and researched in the literature review to understand the existing techniques with
the chosen model, considering the problem complexity.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section critically analyses the various past researches and studies, conducted using different
techniques to enhance phishing detection system, and makes a comparative study of previously used
techniques like CANTINA, mining based approach, blacklisting approach, Conventional machinelearning-based detection, CANTINA+ etc. It is categorized into: Established related work for phishing
detection and the use of reinforcement learning of ML increase accuracy rate.

2.1. RELATED WORK
Detecting phishing attacks and preventing them is a huge step towards securing the internet and
cyberworld. in most cases phishing attacks happen because of user ignorance or inability to identify the
malicious pages. in today’s advancement, machine learning open various ways of preventing users from
getting phished. the better is the detection model, the better will be the protection. So now, focus is more
on improving accuracy rate and self-learning models. There are numerous works related to phishing
detection done previously, some relatable are mentioned below:
A technique introduced by Zhang et al. [1] where the phishing detection is done on content-based
websites known as CANTINA. He proposed a method where each web page term is scored with tf-idf, and
a lexical signature is created based on best five tf-tdf score which are used for further checking and
classification. Generated signatures are given a search on some famous search engines like bing.com or
google to search additional data. if the search engine result matches the same domain name than it is
considered as legitimate website else it is marked as phishing page.
one more similar technique is proposed by Xiang et al. [2] known as CATINA+ which has fourteen features
divided into different categories like HTML features, high level page feature, web-based feature. where
they have used 6 different ML algorithms on a dataset and confirmed that the Bayesian network is the
leading technique then others. But the disadvantage of this approach is that, that it is not resilient to
famous XXS cyber-attack.
Famous data mining-based approach [7] which is used for classification of phishing URL. Algorithm used
in this approach is MCAC i.e. multi-label Classifier based Associative classification, which works in 3
different stages. First is Rules discovery, in which algorithm recapitulate on training dataset and highlights
the salient distinct features. Second is building classifier, in which all the rules are classified asper length,
level of confidence and support for mentioning the classification directive. And the third is class
assignment, where the page URLs are defined in an order with high confidence and support. In this, the
researcher pulled 16 features from the test URL and check the mentioned algorithm on 1350 webpages
with 601 actual sites and 754 fake sites.
Sahingoz et al [5] worked on phishing detection system by using seven ML classification algorithms.
because of unavailability of large public dataset on phishing URLs, a balanced data set is created having
phishing and malicious URLs. the main aim of their work is to identify the useful features from the URL. In
data pre-processing phase hybrid-based features, word based, and NLP based features are extracted, and
their classifier depicted 97.2% accuracy with NLP-based features.[6]
Conventional machine learning detection is a part of heuristic approach which faces many problems as it
does not give enough flexibility to adapt changes made on phishing sites. Bypass could easily be done by

making minor changes. so, machine learning technique are added later to increase its flexibility and ability
to adopt changes. Dataset in this technique plays a major role in training the model, it also represents the
feature value derived from this approach. The algorithm uses random forest, Principal component analysis
random forest, vector machine decision tree etc. which are even capable of detecting phishing zero day
attacks when are trained with these model features.[3] A survey is done to find the achievable accuracy
rate of phishing site detection and found that 99% phishing detection can be achieved using machine
learning algorithm, though the accuracy rate and the performance of the ML algorithm depends on the
training data size, parameter values and extracted features quality to achieve the optimum accuracy.[4]
Based on studies available online it is quite clear that use of machine learning for phishing detection is
very trending topic which is highly supported by the community of cyber security and researchers. This
research shows how adoptive and self-independent our system could be, where reinforcement learning
helps the model to learn the task variables and enhance itself to improve future results. Random forest
adding with dueling network is a novel idea which is never researched before on machine learning for
phishing detection, in which we split our data into 3:7 ratio for training and testing purpose. We prepared
two Q learning networks which run parallelly for phishing detection and give two separate results
(output). It also adds reward function in which each Q network is awarded with 10 rewards points if their
detection accuracy rate is more than 95%. Earning a reward by a Q network also helps the model to
understand that the step taken is correct and can be taken again in future. No reward earned means that
step taken is incorrect and should be avoided in future, which ultimately enhance the accuracy rate of
detection.

2.2. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING: BACKGROUND
This section gives an overview on technical details and practical use of reinforcement learning of ML. This
technique is widely used in many different domains [8] [9]

2.3. RL- PARADIGM
Reinforcement learning model is used to achieve optimal behavior proficiency. This paradigm is known as
an 'agent' problem, to take steps based on 'trial & error' in a form of communication with 'environment'
which is unknown and gives feedback through 'rewards'. The simple form of RL model consists of: Agent,
Action, state, policy, Reward, Discount factor, probability of state transition, Episodes which are briefly
explained below:
Agent:
• The model state (St) is learned by the agent trough input reading (Xt) where (t) shows transition
of state at (t) time. In this research model, the input of an agent is the feature vector of a dataset.
The interaction between the agent and the framework is established by the activities (Ut) which
gives R(t+1) Reward, which aims to improve or enhance the policy π. Once the given reward is
accepted then the Q-table (quality table) is updated. It is a table that is used as a reference table
which stores the state q-value and action pairs. It is formatted to all 0 and post every learning
process episode which is updated, making the agent understand the state best preferred action.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Action:
In Action, it influences and reflect the updates made in an environment. the activity frequency
changes which is based on no. of Q network layer, dataset used or feature vectors.
State:
At every time step (t) the agent interacts with the environment which affect and change the action
performed through the agent. The state in this model is determined through the input vector (xt)
[10]
Policy:
The policy (π) depict the connection between optimum action and the state of environment which
is actioned for that state. policy plays a critical role for the agent in reinforcement algorithm. as it
is responsible for making the optimum decision.
Reward:
It defines the current feedback received from the environment for agent. so that it can define the
optimum action for that specific state.
Probability of state transition:
It defines the probability of changing of one state to another (St+1).
Episodes:
It defines the total no. of rounds required by an agent to select the best suited Q-value for action
pairs, states.

2.4. CLASSIFIER
A classifier is termed as an algorithm which helps in sorting of data in labeled classes or different
categories of information. The simplest example to understand classifier is an example of spam mail. spam
mail detection added on a mailbox by a mail service provider is said to be a classification problem, though
it is just a binary classification as it uses only 2 classes, mail or spam mail. Training data is basically used
by classifier to sort the input variables to their class, in this example mail and spam mail will be used as a
training data. [11]
Dueling network is trained so that it works as an agent 'A' of reinforcement learning which creates an
interacting bridge with the environment, get the sample 's' for training and give the probability as per the
policy 'π’. Which is shown as:
The main aim of the agent here is to predict class labels by exploring and identifying the training samples.
so that it can receive maximum rewards as:
Where the reward received is 'r' and the total number of episodes is 'k'. state action combination is given
a Q-value [s, a] and is known as Q-function, which can be used by adding expected 'E' rewards for the
policy'π' followed.
The agent in reinforcement learning can optimize the cumulative rewards "Rc" by resolving it to the
closest possible Q function by applying greedy π (policy). In this policy it selects random action in a certain
manner from the present action pool. this policy is basically applied so that it makes the agent optimal by

learning, and gain rewards from the policy 'π' based environment and makes the Q* as the best used
classifier model.
As per the policy the Q-function gives value for predicting label or performing action for that specific data
vector. This quality-value is the maximum achievable Rc. Storing of Q-function is preferably done in a table
because of limited actions and stringent state space for speculating the label of the class. whereas,
Gradient decent π is used which works best for dueling network, which helps in optimizing the
classification learning. It is implemented, so that Q-value can be approximated which is known as Q
Network.[12] it uses its experience or stored event for learning. the stored value it uses is the information
about rewards, state, or action for Q-learning. for storing the information 's' experience memory 'm' is
used, this memory provides 'Bm' mini-batch to carry-out gradient decent according to L(θ) i.e. loss
function.

2.5. LEARNING MODEL
This part of the paper highlights the principles of the proposed algorithm for phishing detection using
reinforcement learning model.

2.5.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
problem statement for phishing detection can be formulated as problem related to classification of
phishing websites where the classes are predicted as "phishing" or "no phishing". here, we assume the
training dataset as D URL where the data along with class label are as follows:
(ʋ 1, x1), (ʋ 2, x2), (ʋ 3,x2).... (ʋ D, xD)
whereas:
ʋ i for i =1,2,3...D which shows the URL in the provided training dataset D and
xi ∈ {1, -1} for i=1,2,3….D is aligned with the URL where xi = -1 means phishing and xi= 1 means no
phishing.
• we have used Feature extraction method to classify the phishing website:

2.5.2. FEATURE EXTRACTION
To identify the phishing website from the legitimate website we check characteristics in the website,
instance for such characteristics are URL length, IP address, domain registration length, such
characteristics helps in identifying the phished pages from the legitimate pages. a similar type of process
is used in a research [13] where researcher categorized the website label in four different features. first
is based on address bar, second is based on Anomaly, third is domain based and fourth is based on Java
script and HTML. we did a similar work and created a list of features which will help in identifying the
phished page. some of them are mentioned and explained below:

HTTPS_token
"s" in HTTPS stands for "secure", information that is sensitive or confidential is travelled through HTTPS
protocols, and using this protocol clearly give sign of that page being safe. though in this advanced time,
attacker have found various ways of faking this secure protocol, so, it is important to check the protocol
received from authentic issuer like Verizon that is why it is set to 1 else it would be -1.
having_IPhaving_IP_Address
Having an IP address mentioned in the website URL, gives a clear sign that the website could be phishing,
for example having a URL as http://154.32.155.221/setup/processr.php indicates that someone is trying
to acquire unwanted access. As we know writing IP address as a host name is no more a standard protocol,
hex format in IP address is also used for hiding the actual address. Therefore, value given to this feature
is -1 if IP address is mentioned in URL else it is 1.
URLURL_Length
value for long URL is set to 1 as longer URL increases the vulnerabilities, a value of 56 character is set, and
it is considered as long URL if it exceed 56 character, else it is a short URL and its value is set to 1
having_At_Symbol
using "@" symbol in URL is also one way which is used by attacker, if we use this symbol in a browser,
browser ignores the part which is written prior to this symbol and therefore gives a way to phisher to
divert user to a phishing page. so, the feature value for this is set to -1 if it contains symbol
Prefix_Suffix
usually "_" is used as a prefix or suffix in domain name by attacker through which optimizing component
of a search engine can be ignored. now search engines like yahoo search is using "_" for separating words.
so, we set the value as -1 if it uses "_" else it is 1.
having_Sub_Domain
Attacker usually create a fake domain where he adds the sub domain name of a legitimate website which
make it look authentic. so to authenticate it, count of dots are checked in the URL (,.:) which should be
below 3. if true then the set value is 1 else value is -1.
URL_of_Anchor
as per the research on "assessment of feature on phishing website" [13] anchors above 20% creates
vulnerability and is set to 1 as it gives alert of being a whishing page below 20% is given as -1.
on_mouseover
the attacker replaces the legitimate URL with the malicious one which is given on the address bar. and
this can be detected through hovering mouse curser over it, if the actual URL does not appear on the
mouseover then feature is marked to -1 else it is set to 1
Redirect
In phishing attack, phisher generally redirects the user from the legitimate URL to its fake URL, where he
can steal the confidential information of the target. therefore, if the count of redirect is more than 1 then
it raises an alarm for suspicious behavior.
age_of_domain
since phishing websites are made for short period of time, it is taken that website which are newly created
have more chances of being a phish page.[14] WHOIS is for domain name registration for URL which is
used to check the domain registration period. so, any domain created with in 1 year is set to value -1 in
feature.

Abnormal_URL
we also check domain name existence in WHOIS [14], if the domain name fails to exist then it is marked
as -1 in feature and it is flagged as suspicious website
popUpWidnow
Too many popup windows indicate the sign of phishing attack, usually actual sites never request for login
details on popups. Therefore, feature is set to -1 if a URL request to open more than 2 popup windows
and raise a flag for suspicious behavior.
DNSRecord
DNS recorder basically carries the information of the currently active domain; hence, DNS recorder is not
commonly used by attacker in their phishing website. As phishing websites are created for specific
purpose and are for short/specific time and generally missing DNSrecorder
Given below in figure 1 is a list of features used for detecting phishing websites in this research.

Figure :1

2.6. NORMALIZATION
Features vectors which are used by our actor are normalized as mentioned above in binary of 1 and -1.
Also, a correlation matrix is created mentioning the correlation between all the features in a dataset, and
a table is created with all the sorted values in descending order. Given below in figure 2 is a screenshot of
correlation matrix table created.

Figure: 2

2.7. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED CLASSIFICATION
Reinforcement learning is the most used algorithm of machine learning, its robust nature makes it the
most preferred amongst others, it creates an interacting bridge between the agent and environment and
makes decision on the bases of states obtained. The input dataset representation is accepted by the agent
which are pointing to the target classes. Action and state have the dependency on function of reward and
not on class. whenever an action is selected by the phishing class agent to increase the reward to its
maximum, it would be tried to minimize the rewords by the no phishing class on the other hand. The
agent carryout the action when it gets the input URL vector step by step while in training phase and receive
rewards. in that case at every cycle the agent trained to earn more rewards. once the cycle is finished, the
model can be used to test on unknown new data.

2.8. TRAINING THE NETWORK
The reinforcement model which is proposed here is basically get trained by gathering the uniformities
present in the training URL vectors. which helps the agent responsible for learning, achieve maximum
rewards. The training data set is fed continuously, which helps the agent to make the required prediction
stats. Adding this model in environment helps in discouraging the problems regarding function
approximation in binary classification for testing dataset.
In this research we have used dueling network, which helps the agent in learning from the vector space
of phishing dataset, to improve the accuracy we run a two-fold cross validation. [15] The structure of
dueling network is depicted in the Figure 3[15].

Figure3: Dueling Q-Network Architecture
for selecting an appropriate action, the agent uses a method which is similar to "greedy" for maximizing
the earning of rewards within an environment. greedy algorithm uses the probability equation to earn the
maximum rewards all together, in current learning phase.

3. METHODOLOGY
We are seeing technology getting advanced, things are getting more user friendly and compact; with that
advancement, it is also noticed that, threat associated with it, are also getting advanced with equal pace.
Attacks are getting more sophisticated, complex and difficult to detect. Cyber criminals are finding more
advanced ways to have an upper hand. A study [16] says, there are approximately 777 phishing pages
created every day and approximately 397 potential victims in a day. There are several studies done on
phishing website some of them also gave some impressive results, but their workings are limited to some
extent. Some of the methods used are : Spoof guard (SG), [17] it uses the scoring technique, where it
check 3 tests on all the pages downloaded and sum-up the result by scoring mechanism, then comes
the stateless and stateful method which tells if the downloaded pages are suspicious, it compare and
evaluate the downloaded page with user previous activities using method that checks the html
outgoing data. SG calculates spoof index and give a warning to the user if that is more than the limit
selected. SG trigger false alarm when a new account is generated with the same ID and password or
in case of redirection. Google and Microsoft integrated [18] the phishing blacklist into web browsers,
where browsers raise alarm against the listed URLs. But blacklisting never proved to be a complete
solution and is susceptible because of the efforts between anti-phishing org and phishers. phish guard
[19], it maintains a whitelist consisting of trusted domains and related IP addresses and checks the

similarity between the URL with the whitelist URL. It triggers the alarm if the similarity is more than
the threshold. Antiphish [20], it saves mapping of confidential information with the mapping domain
corresponding to it, it is never preferable to save confidential information. Antiphish cannot
completely save user from phishing attack and storing their confidential information could be
vulnerable for user. ItrustPage [21] it creates a repository and checks the URLs from it. but users are
vulnerable if the system is hacked, also, it cannot detect phishing site if the site is hosted on an
authentic domain. As seen, some of the good methods also have limitations. The biggest problem is
phisher can easily bypass the security by making some desired changes in the URL.
So, to overcome this problem, a system is needed which is future read, which can learn and
understand the phishing websites and can enhance its accuracy. So, to achieve this, machine learning
model is used. Though several machine learning technologies are used by many researchers for
phishing detection, but here, I have used dueling network of reinforcement learning model of ML,
which makes the system self-independent, self-learning and two Q-network makes the study unique
and help in improving the accuracy rate of detection.
The research is carried out following the linear-sequential model which is also called the waterfall model.
In this model, we divide our project into different sequential phases, which includes manual coding and
frameworks, which helps in smooth project transition considering each phase requirements are achieved.
the components included are machine learning, database(dataset), User interface platform, which are
used together for successful results. Figure4 depicting waterfall model.

Figure4: Waterfall Model
The data used in this model is split into training and testing (X and Y) , in 3:7 as x_train,x_test, y_train,
y_test. Two separate models are created for Q-network random classifier where the number of estimators
is set to 10. Since we are using Q learning here, it works on reward basis, so the model is rewarded based
on its accuracy.so, if the model accuracy score is above 95%, a reward of 10 is given. Getting a reword on
any result will tell that the model that the step taken is preferred in future, and it will avoid the steps
where the reward is not received. So, this will help the model in improving its learning, and increase its
accuracy.

4. DESIGN SPECIFICATION
This prototype is built on the concept of reinforcement learning of machine learning concept, which has
multiple features, it has data collection and data analysis feature, where the data is received, analyzed
and sorted. Sorted data is also shown in histogram for better understanding. Next feature is “feature
extraction”, where co-relation matrix is generated which shows the correlation between the data and the
results are also shown on a heat map for clearer view of co-related data. Then the data features that are
not required, (features scored between +/- 0.03 in co-relation matrix) are removed.
Next feature is Dueling Q network where variables are set which are used for training; then comes Training
model feature, where model is trained by feeding data and Using reward function. In reward function, if
the result accuracy score is more than 95% then the reward of 10 will be given to the model, which implies
that the same step can be preferred again, but, if the accuracy score is less than 95%, then no reward is
given, and the model will avoid taking the same step in future. Another feature is, use of “two Q
networks”. Dual Q network help in refining the accuracy of the result. Both the network works separately
and give 2 separate results. Result of both the networks are used to calculate mean, which is the final
result. The system process and architecture are shown in below flow chart(figure5):

Figure5: Architecture flow diagram
So, the proposed model is generalized to learn the uniformities of the training data. The accuracy and
performance speed of this model depends on the quality and quantity of the training data. Better the
training is, better would be the accuracy result.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
This part of the research talks about the implementation of the proposed solution.
We have used a language which fits best for machine learning i.e python. We have selected python 3.8
because of its dynamic nature, flexibility, consistency and it gives best Artificial intelligence and machine
learning libraries and frameworks which are platform independent.

5.1. IMPORTING LIBRARIES
Python libraries are basically set of reusable code, or a collection of methods or functions that ease in
performing an action, with the help of libraries, now writing a complete code is not required to perform
a function. For this project we have imported certain libraries which are: numpy for mathematical
calculations, pandas for data manipulation, matplotlib.pyplot for graphs, seaborn is also for graphs,
randonforest classifier, train_test_split library, accuracy_score . also shown in the below figure6:

Figure6: Libraries

5.2. DATASET
For training and testing purpose, we have used a balanced dataset from Kaggle.com and
data.mendeley.com which are the most reliable phishing community-based verification system.
First, we will import the dataset; and then check if the data is balanced or not. As for the dataset used,
non-phished data is 6157, and phished data is 4898 which depict balanced data. Below figure7 shows
importing .csv file and the function fields in dataset and figure 8 shows data being balanced.

Figure 7: Importing dataset & Function fields

Figure 8: Checking Data If Balanced

5.3. MACHINE LEARNING
machine learning is now widely used by experts for detecting phishing websites; phishing detection is
considered as a simple ml classification problem. so, to build a learning-based phishing detection system,
training data with maximum relevant features of phishing and classes of actual websites should be used,
implementing learning algorithm, can make the detection of classified or non-classified phishing pages
easy. Deciding the ML algorithm is one of the crucial parts of the project success. In this project I am using
random forest classifier with dueling network of reinforcement learning.
Random forest: Random forest is introduced by Breiman [22] which provides an extra randomizing layer.
The classic way where each tree is built by utilizing the bootstrap data separately; random forest changes,
how the classification trees are made. In a classic way, trees are divided using split which is the best among
the present variables. while in random forest, every node is divided with the best among the further split
subset of predictors which are randomly selected at the node. Random forest is preferred as it is user
friendly, has only 2 parameters, and it is also not much sensitive with their values.
Dueling network: The architecture [23] of dueling network basically have 2 streams functions which are:
Advantage and value and have a same convolution feature. There is a special layer of aggregation where
the split streams are joined and calculate the estimation of the state action value. The architecture of
dueling network can learn about the states, as which states are valuable and which are not, and it does
not require to learn the effect of action on every state.
In our dueling network system, we divide the data into 3:7 ratio for training and testing. Then data is set
for training and Q matrix for both the q network is set. As shown in figure below 9 and 10.

Figure 9

Figure 10

5.4. REWARD FUNCTION OF Q NETWORK
To improve the accuracy rate of phishing detection, a reward is given to each q network based on their
results. If they get the accuracy score of 95% or above, a reward of 10 is awarded. Which, in way helps
the learning system to know if the step taken is correct or not and will help the system for further
improvement. Then mean of both the output is calculated which is the final detection accuracy rate. As
shown in the below figure11.

Figure 11: Output from Q Networks and mean Calculation

6. EVALUATION
Evaluation of the test is based on current dataset which is taken form kaggle.com. Dataset used is
balanced as it shows phished sites data as 4898 and non-fished data as 6157. Same is shown in histogram
in figure 12, and the data is split into 3:7 for purpose of training and testing.

Figure 12
Evaluation of the proposed model is done by calculating relevance through precision (P), Accuracy(A),
recall (R) and F-measure (F). And for this, we need to calculate the predictions - true positive, true
negative, false positive, false negative. Results which are correctly classified are true positive and true
negative and data which is misclassified are False positive and false negative. the performance is
calculated using these values.
P=TP/TP+FP
here if the value of precision is closer to -1 means that the features predicted are close to true
R=TP/TP+FN
In recall, if the value is closer to -1 means testing can be predicted with the same model
A=TP+TN/TP+TN+FP+FN
the performance of the model is said high if the score of accuracy is closer to -1
F=2*P*R/P+R
F score is calculated with mean of recall and precision and shows the resilience of the model
(P)Precision
0.866

(R)Recall
0. 89

(A)Accuracy
0.964

(F)F-measure
0.878

6.1. DISCUSSION
Test was done to find if the aim target for this research is achieved. Aim of this research was to build a
phishing detection system, which gives high accuracy rate using a novel method of, implementing dueling
network with random forest of reinforcement learning. We have selected Random forest in this research
as it showed consistency and high accuracy results. As seen [23] in comparison to other algorithms,
random forest has proved to be very precise and much accurate and having dueling network with two q
network worked as a complement to it. with the accuracy of 96% and further scope of improving with
more quantity and quantity of the training dataset it can be said that the purpose of this research is
achieved.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research introduced a novel technique of self-learning phishing detection system using machine
learning. This is done using Random forest algorithm and dueling network framework of reinforcement
learning. In this research we developed a system which is smart enough to evolve itself with the help of
training data it receives. The use of dueling network which is never used before for phishing detection
system gave some impressive results, where two Q-networks are made to work separately to get higher
accuracy rate. I believe that, this work will help in establishing the base for further studies on phishing
detection system, using combinations of different algorithms of machine learning to be more efficient,
flexible, self-adaptive and dynamic. Though, this work is not optimal for implementing in real world yet,
as data used for phishing detection in real world scenario is huge, so it is more suitable for training or
research purposes. To make detection system more refined with higher accuracy, future work for this
research can be done by adding neural network with dueling network, that make a combination of most
successful 3 Q-learning model, which will enhance the accuracy and increase the detection speed which
is also necessary in today’s world.
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